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Keep-in-Touch Pro Free Download is a contact manager specifically created for software and internet-related companies that want to keep their customers informed with the least bit of trouble on the technical side. Keep-in-Touch Pro allows import of contact information from Outlook Express, a POP3 mailbox, or text files. Keep-in-Touch Pro parses all kinds of order confirmation emails from e.g. RegSoft, RegNow, ShareIt, Kagi, and many more.
If your brand of order notification is not supported, let us know and we will add it. It is even possible to add your own DLL by using the developer's SDK! Here are some key features of "Keep in Touch Pro": ￭ Import contacts directly from Microsoft Outlook Express ￭ As it turns out, most people like to use OE for their email communication. KIT Pro can import contact information directly from your OE message folders! It can even work with
multiple identities in OE. ￭ KIT Pro allows any number of groups with any number of contacts. It is very easy to sort, filter and select. Cut and paste individual contacts or whole subsets from one group to another. Filter all duplicates and auto-select the ones you can delete. Filter all contacts that contain email errors. Detect non-unique contacts (that exist in more than one group). ￭ KIT Pro is not afraid of a few thousand contacts! Actually we work
with test sets of 50.000 contacts, in which case sorting and filtering is still blazing fast. ￭ Import contacts from complex order confirmations ￭ KIT Pro is able to parse complex order confirmation emails and extract just the information you want to keep. This can e.g. be the name, email address, order ID and purchase amount. ￭ KIT Pro can parse emails from RegSoft, RegNow, ShareIt, Kagi, and many more. If you have special needs, let us know.
Send us an example order email (feel free to change sensible information) and we will write the parser for it. There is even an SDK so that you can write your own! ￭ Cross-group check of contact info before sending ￭ Make sure not to send special discount offers to customers that already purchased! With KIT Pro you can verify if contacts exists in both groups, and remove all that have purchased from the trial users group. No more

Keep-in-Touch Pro Crack+ Download For Windows [2022-Latest]
KIT Pro is for software companies that want to keep their customers in the loop with the least bit of trouble on the technical side. KIT Pro allows import of contacts from a mailbox or a text file. If you just want a contact manager, you can also use the free version. It is also not necessary that you import contacts from Outlook Express. KIT Pro is, in fact, very configurable and can work with all types of order confirmation emails that you send to your
customers. KIT Pro supports groupings. You can use multiple identities in a single group. It is very easy to sort, filter, and select contacts or subsets of contacts. The contacts are clearly separated from one another, so that you don't have to worry about the order in which you added your contacts. If you have too many contacts in a group, KIT Pro can automatically create subsets of it for you. You can also use the search feature in KIT Pro to find
specific contacts very fast. Just enter the name or email address of the contact that you want to look up and you will get the right contact. There is also a search by number. KIT Pro doesn't have any limits. You can add as many groups as you like, and as many contacts as you like to each of them. So if you don't want to send discount offers to anyone who has already purchased, just make sure that the appropriate contacts don't exist in the trial users
group! You can easily save one set of contacts as a template so that you can just change the details of the contact info and then export them for use in new orders. KIT Pro is so fast that it will not affect the performance of the mail application. But remember: Your computer should have enough memory for at least two groupings (you can group up to 99) and 5,000 contacts in each of them. If your company uses RegSoft, RegNow, ShareIt, Kagi, or
similar, KIT Pro can easily parse these emails and extract the contact and order information that you need. It is extremely easy to edit and make corrections. If you are not interested in RegSoft, RegNow, ShareIt, Kagi, etcetera, but you still want to provide the possibility to send an order email that contains personalized content, just let us know and we will add support for this. You can also write your own order confirmation parser in the SDK. It is
very easy to do. 77a5ca646e
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Keep-in-Touch Pro is a software program that does the following: - Keeps track of a user's contacts, such as names and emails. - Allows you to create groups of contacts, to organize them, filter them, sort them and search them. - Assigns tasks to contacts. - Allows you to import contacts and groups from other programs. - Allows you to save your contacts and groups to files. - Verifies the correctness of contacts. - Automatically checks for duplicate
contacts. - Allows you to delete contacts you do not wish to save. - Prevents contacts from being sent to non-users. - Removes contacts from its groups. - Allows the creation of new groups and creation of new contacts within the groups. - Removes contacts from groups without being in the groups. - Allows you to delete groups with contacts. - Allows you to assign tasks to groups. - Allows you to assign tasks to contacts. - Allows you to modify contact
information. - Allows you to modify group information. - Allows you to create and delete file and folder attachments to messages. - Allows you to send customized messages. - Allows you to save and load contacts and groups in the files. - Allows you to view the details of contacts, such as names, emails and birthdays. - Allows you to make partial changes of contact information. - Allows you to search for a contact based on contact information. Allows you to search for a contact based on the name. - Allows you to modify the order of messages received by a contact. - Allows you to set the order of displayed messages. - Allows you to set the "AddressBook" for your contacts. - Allows you to change the "Dear user" text. - Allows you to change the "Your comments" text. - Allows you to print your contact list. - Allows you to filter your contacts. - Allows you to filter your groups. - Allows you
to sort your contacts and groups. - Allows you to group contacts by their contact ID or by their email address. - Allows you to group contacts by names. - Allows you to group contacts by status (e.g. currently active, inactive, spam, blocked, deleted, etc.). - Allows you to group contacts by groups (by assigning them to groups). - Allows you to group contacts by services they are using (e

What's New In Keep-in-Touch Pro?
KIT Pro is a "Keep in Touch" version of an originally freeware program, called PKITP.PKITP is an XML-based interface to a database, supporting billions of contacts. PKITP can be used to keep in touch with your customers, and process, filter, sort, and export large amounts of contact information. Features: KIT Pro allows for importing contacts from Outlook Express, a POP3 mailbox, or text files. KIT Pro allows any number of groups with any
number of contacts. KIT Pro allows for parsing complex order confirmations and extracting just the information you want to keep. This can e.g. be the name, email address, order ID and purchase amount. KIT Pro can parse emails from RegSoft, RegNow, ShareIt, Kagi, and many more. If you have special needs, let us know. Send us an example order email (feel free to change sensible information) and we will write the parser for it. KIT Pro can
parse data from the Kontakt database (a German contact database) and export data in the TAB delimited format. KIT Pro has a mechanism that avoids sending duplicate messages to users. You can therefore send messages to users who have already received a similar message. KIT Pro has an option that enables you to insert dynamic content into the message body and subject line. Limitations: KIT Pro is not meant to be a full contact manager. The
interface is more like a relational database, offering relational queries that you can use to query and extract data. This is not possible to do with all the other programs available. Requirements: KIT Pro is not just for the person with the greatest need for a program of this kind. You also need a text editor. About the Author: Michael Phylin is an independent software developer specializing in software for contact management. Michael lives in
Gothenburg, Sweden. His company, www.MultiOrder.com, is an integration partner for the Kontakt database. MultiOrder's Web site (www.MultiOrder.com) is devoted to importing contact information from various sources. New Features: 1. Windows 8 Preview - The KIT Pro EXE now has the "full" Windows 8 look and feel. 2. With Windows 8, there is a new option to "Search by File Type". When you import a text file, KIT Pro will now open it
in the given app. This will significantly reduce the number of text files that need to be manually opened in the app. 3. Help and reference files have been added to the "Help & About" section of the main EXE. 4. A new configuration file is added to the KIT Pro folder. 5. The configuration file can be opened in Notepad and the app behaviour can be tweaked. 6.
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System Requirements:
OS: Windows 7 or later CPU: 2GHz or faster Memory: 1.5GB or more Graphics: Graphics Card: 1GB or more Hard Drive: at least 30GB Sound Card: Compatible DirectX 9.0 Included Software: Transcend Game Package Recommended Requirements: OS: Windows 8
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